We've temporarily limited some of your account features

Referee PAC
@RefereePAC

What happened?
We have determined that this account violated the Twitter Rules. Specifically, for:

1. **Violating our rules against hateful conduct.**
   You may not promote violence against, threaten, or harass other people on the basis of race, ethnicity, national origin, sexual orientation, gender, gender identity, religious affiliation, age, disability, or serious disease.

As a result, we’ve temporarily limited some of your account features. While in this state, you can still browse Twitter, but you’re limited to only sending Direct Messages to your followers -- no Tweets, Retweets, Fleets, follows, or likes. Learn more. Your account will be restored to full functionality in: 12 hours and 0 minutes.

You can start your countdown and continue to
Response to twitter in the appeal form:

I'm publishing a public safety announcement due to the medical system's failure to provide therapy to gender questioning teens. They are being sterilized in exponentially growing numbers in an unregulated, unethical medical experiment. Silencing me leaves that many more families vulnerable to permanent damage due to transient mental health conditions. This conversation is reality, & the transgender medical community has a lot of money to make by ignoring reality. Listen to these women: https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=tFAS-i2Xghs
Hello,

Thank you for your patience as we reviewed your appeal request for account, @RefereePAC, regarding the following:

Referee PAC
@RefereePAC
@eklib @TexasTribune @CDCgov https://[...]

Referee PAC
@RefereePAC
@4th_WaveNow @genspect https://[...]

Referee PAC
@RefereePAC
@TexasTribune @The19thNews https://[...]

Referee PAC
@RefereePAC
@ConroeCourier https://[...]

Referee PAC
@RefereePAC
Referee PAC
@RefereePAC
@TexasTribune https://[...]

Referee PAC
@RefereePAC
@HoustonChron https://[...]

Referee PAC
@RefereePAC
@RonFilipkowski https://[...]

Referee PAC
@RefereePAC
@Khou @Harvard @RekhaKHOU @maryjblige https://[...]

Referee PAC
@RefereePAC
@TracySh67549071 @ErinBrewerin Just a picture if possible or maybe comic strip set. The message is simple: mentally sick ppl who takes drugs & cut up their formerly healthy bodies are trying to tell you there are fixed gender roles, which there aren't. Don't listen to them & tell your parents if they msg you.

+ 9 more Tweets

**Violating our rules against hateful conduct**

Our support team has determined that a violation did take place, and therefore we will not overturn our decision.

You will not be able to access Twitter through your account due to violations of the Twitter Rules, specifically our rules around:
In order to restore account functionality, you can resolve the violations by logging into your account and completing the on-screen instructions.

Thanks,
Twitter
We're almost ready to send your appeal

We will review the information you provided and respond as soon as possible. As we review your appeal, you will be unable to access your account.

You are appealing:

- 19 Tweets

You deleted:

- 0 Tweet

Want to add any additional details?

Accurate information is not hateful. Twitter'll be involved in lawsuits that come from people who use this kind of language.

Finish
We're almost ready to send your appeal

We will review the information you provided and respond as soon as possible. As we review your appeal, you will be unable to access your account.

You are appealing:

- 19 Tweets

You deleted:

- 0 Tweet

Want to add any additional details?

Twitter will be involved in lawsuits that come out of all these thousands of harmed people. Duty to Warn ethics >> politics

Finish